
WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM

For Additional Registrations:
-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)

For Assistance During the Live Program:
-On the web, use the Chat function to send a message

If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM

This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:

• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register 
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).  
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.

• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.

• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  

• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.
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Tips for Optimal Quality FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.
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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 
subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.



Angelique Garcia, Warner Robinson

(650) 567-5670
angelique@warner-robinson.com

I. Overview of Section 41 R&D Credit

II. Four-Part Test to Determine QRAs

III. Documentation and Substantiation
of Credit Claim

IV. Sampling and Allocation Methods 
for QREs Available to Small and 
Mid-Size Businesses



Warner Robinson provides deep technical expertise in the area of R&D 
tax credits as our primary focus in assisting clients in documenting and 
supporting R&D tax benefits. Warner Robinson also serves real estate 
clients via green tax incentives around the 45L energy efficient home 
tax credit and the 179D energy efficient building tax deduction, as well 
as cost segregation studies. The company’s two founders, Bruce 
Warner and Cedar Robinson, have over 50 years of combined 
experience with the R&D credit as a former IRS attorney and Big 4 R&D 
practice leader, respectively.

Angelique Garcia is an experienced tax professional with over 10 years 
of experience managing and implementing R&D Tax Credit studies. She 
holds a B.S. In Chemistry from Rice University, and before entering the 
tax industry, she worked as a software developer in the energy sector.

As a Manager for Warner Robinson, Angelique utilizes her expertise and experience to prepare R&D 
credits that capture the maximum benefit to clients, as well as performing quality reviews to ensure 
that every study meets the highest possible standards for qualification and substantiation. Angelique 
has implemented hundreds of R&D studies for virtually every sector of software development, from 
healthcare, financial trading platforms and energy management to video game development and cloud 
computing. Although she specializes in software technology, Angelique has worked on studies for a wide 
variety of industries including chemical purification, manufacturing/fabrication, electrical engineering, 
apparel, healthcare, and others.
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R&D Credit - Bird’s Eye View
• I.R.C. §41 – Credit for Increasing Research Activities
• Originally enacted in 1981 – Kemp-Roth Tax Cuts (Economic 

Recovery Tax Act of 1981 or “ERTA”) 
• Temporarily extended 16 times!
• Finally made permanent by the Protecting Americans from Tax 

Hikes Act of 2015 or “PATH” Act.
• R&D credit is incremental. 

You are here
R&D Credit
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Anatomy of a Credit

• §41(a) – General Rule (Credit Calculation)
• §41(b) – Qualified Research Expenses (“QREs”)
• §41(c) – Base Amount (“BA”)
• §41(d) – Qualified Research Defined
• §41(e) – Credit Allowable With Respect To Certain Payments to 

Qualified Organizations For Basic Research
• §41(f) – Special Rules
• §41(g) – Special Rule for Pass-Thru of Credit
• §41(h) – Treatment of Credit for Qualified Small Businesses
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Qualification – 4 Part Test
• §41(d) – Qualified Research Defined

1. Research undertaken to develop a new or improved product, process, 
software, formula, technique, or invention related to its function, 
performance, reliability, or quality.

2. Research for which there is uncertainty regarding capability, 
methodology, or design of the business component. 

3. A Process of Experimentation must be used to overcome the 
Uncertainties inherent to the project.
A. Evaluation of hypotheses or alternatives

4. The process of experimentation must rely upon one or more of the 
physical or biological sciences, engineering, or computer science.  

9



Qualification – Excluded Activities

1. Research After Commercial Production
2. Adaptation of Existing Business Components (modular/made to 

order)
3. Duplication of an Existing Business Component (reverse 

engineering)
4. Surveys, Studies, Etc. (efficiency surveys, marketing surveys, 

routine data collection, inspection, or quality control, etc.)
5. Internal Use Software (some exclusions may apply)
6. Foreign Research
7. Social Sciences, Arts, Humanities
8. Funded Research (rights and risk)
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§41(b) – Qualified Research Expenses (QREs)

• Wages – W-2 Box 1
• Directly performing research
• Direct support or supervision
• Substantially all – 80% ->100%

• Supplies – GL, trial balance
• Tangible personal property
• Completely used or consumed

• Contractor Costs – 1099, GL, trial balance
• 65% limitation
• Rights and risk

11



Documentation and Substantiation
• Back that Credit Up:

1. Project List – which business components are part of qualifying 
projects and how many qualifying projects do you have?

2. What types of documentation are maintained for these activities?
3. Who is involved, what do they do?

• Once we have an idea of these three things, we know if we can 
conduct an analysis for every project in the given credit year, or if 
we have to take a sampling of projects from the credit year(s).

• Suder – judgement samples and employee surveys (estimates) are 
ok!

• For large project lists, use 
a stat sample

12



Allocation Techniques and Sampling in R&D Studies

Allocation – How to Allocate R&D Costs?
• Start with - what do the client’s records look like? 

• Taxpayer may have costs by project, or only costs by department or 
cost center

• The company may or may not have a time tracking system

• IRS would prefer to see R&D costs by project but a cost 
center approach may be used IF there is a nexus between 
those costs and a qualified business component
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Allocation Techniques and Sampling in R&D Studies

Allocating to Business Components – Cost Center Approach
• No prohibition against using a department or cost center 

method – See Briefing Paper on Taxpayer Approaches to Capturing Costs for 
the Research Credit IRS Pub. dated 5/24/2005

• First determine which departments have qualified activities
• Next which products or business components does that department 

develop? 
• Have client (i.e., Dept Manager) allocate his/her department costs (i.e., 

wages of employees) to one or more business components for that year
• This can be done via a survey or via interviews or combination
• The department may already track spend across products for other purposes 

(which can be leveraged)
• IRS hot button issue is when taxpayer does not make any attempt to 

allocate the department’s costs to business component(s)
• IRS position is supported in part by Bayer case (very difficult time with this 

issue and judge sided with IRS on one motion)
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Allocation Techniques and Sampling in R&D Studies

• If the client doesn’t track hours, can have them complete a time survey to do 
this allocation – allocate employees to the appropriate business component

• Line of cases allowing use of reasonable estimates (Cohan rule/case, 
Fudim, McFerrin, Union Carbide, Suder)

• Estimates need to come from the employees/managers with first hand
knowledge of the activities

• Back up estimates with other supporting documentation:
• Have manager review calendars, project timelines, launch dates, employee 

evaluations/reviews
• Ideally time surveys are accompanied by interviews to ensure QRAs 

are understood and estimated percentages only include time to 
qualified projects

• Allocation should be done first before considering sampling (Bayer case)
• Key takeaway – allocations – lack of a time tracking system at your client 

doesn’t mean they can’t claim the R&D credit 

15



Use of Sampling Techniques in R&D Studies

• Two uses of sampling:
• Sampling to calculate qualified costs including extrapolating sample costs to 

other projects/departments to arrive at total QREs for the year
• Sampling to determine which projects to document; client can calculate total 

QREs but needs to determine an approach to documenting qualified 
projects

• Two types of sampling:
• Judgment sample
• Statistical sample

• Two key IRS documents – authority for using sampling:
• Rev. Proc. 2011-42 – statistical sampling 
• IRS Field Directive – use of sampling in research credit cases – pertains 

more to judgment sampling in R&D cases

16



Use of Judgment Sample 

IRS Field Directive on use of sampling in R&D cases
• This paper states if the number of projects is very high, a true stat sample may 

still not be administrable; how to narrow down number of projects to review?
• Or if number of projects is too small and precision would not be sufficient, then 

use a judgment sample
• Taxpayer can also use these techniques in doing the R&D study
• Generally used for which projects to fully document; not commonly used for 

extrapolating dollars and arriving at total qualified costs (QREs)
• Steps Needed:

• Goal is to document projects to achieve the greatest coverage of QREs claimed
• Can (and likely should) use strata – stratify based on like projects or like units
• Gather documentation, do interviews, prepare memos on largest projects in each 

strata
• Example: 

• Total population – 50 projects
• Create 3 strata; pick top 5 largest projects in each of the three strata to document; 

assume this provides 85% coverage of all QREs
• Last 15% of QREs? Could randomly pick projects using random number generator
• IRS audit would likely also focus on largest projects, so you have documented 85% of 

your biggest projects; some risk that IRS would pick some projects out of the other 15%, 
but those are only 15% of your QREs. Have taxpayer retain other documentation on 
these smaller projects. 

• IRS audit would likely also focus on largest projects, so you have 
documented 85% of your biggest projects; some risk that IRS 
would pick some projects out of the other 15%, but those are only 
15% of your QREs. Have taxpayer retain other documentation on 
these smaller projects. 17



Statistical Sampling in R&D Studies

• Stat Sampling under Rev. Proc. 2011-42
• Following the IRS guidance in this Rev. Proc. allows taxpayers to use a stat 

sample when conducting the R&D study
• Applicable to calculating R&D costs and extrapolating those costs to 

determine the total QREs and R&D credit amount
• Steps Needed:

– Pick the sample unit:
– Could be the employee, the project, the wage amount, job title, etc.
– Could even have more than one sample unit if more than one strata (see below)

– Create Strata:
– Group similar items together; can stratify based on wage bands, project types, 

project size, job titles, criteria for qualifying (internal use in one strata, non-
internal in second strata, supply costs separate from wage costs)

– Results of each strata are typically applied to that strata only 
– Certainty strata – strata of largest projects which will be examined in full
– Random strata – use random number generator program to randomly pick 

several smaller projects from random strata population
– Extrapolate these results to rest of random population

18



Statistical Sampling in R&D Studies

• Define sample size for each strata:
–Goal is to pick enough items to achieve a 95% 

confidence level (95% confident that the sample 
results reflect the rest of the population)

–The lower the number of items selected, the lower the 
confidence level and higher the margin of error

• Apply results to population (Note: if relative precision 
exceeds 10%, taxpayer has to give back some of the 
sampling error)

19



Sampling Strategies in Multi-year Studies

•Many studies cover multiple years
–Initial study – current year + three-year 

lookback
–Years skipped due to carryforwards or lack of 

utilization
•Past – combine base years, sample study 
years individually
–ASC – three base years
–Regular method – 5-6 years in base population

20



Sampling Strategies in Multi-year Studies

•Current – study years can be combined
–Bigger population overall = bigger sample, but 

fewer projects total than sampling each year 
individually

•ASC – up to 7 years in sample
–3 year base + up to 4 years of study

•Regular method
–If startup before year 10 – combine base and 

study years
–80s base or after year 10 with gap – two samples

21



Sampling Strategies in Multi-year Studies

• Annual estimates and calculations still required
–This has not changed
–Results must be extrapolated per year

• Can achieve by stratifying by year
–Strata (years) are estimated and sampled separately
–Still allows annual sample sizes to be reduced 

compared to separate populations per year
• Precision must only be achieved over cumulative 
period

22



Precision in Statistical Samples

•Precision - describes how much an 
estimated value may vary
–Influenced by many factors in stat sample

•Relative precision – how much an estimate 
may vary compared to its size
–Expressed as percentage
–Smaller is better!

•Statistical adjustment
–Under 10% - no reduction 
–10-15% - sliding scale
–Over 15% - reduced by relative precision 

percentage

23



Example – Previous Method

•100 projects per year
•3 years of study
•ASC method

Base (3 yrs) = 300 projects = 40 sampled
Each study year = 100 projects = 30 sampled

40 + 3(30) = 130 projects to review!

24



Example – Current Method

•100 projects per year
•3 years of study
•ASC method

3 year base + 3 study years = 600 projects
600 projects = 60 projects to sample
Stratify by year – 10 projects per year

Sample size and effort cut in half!
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Importance of Using a Qualified Statistician

Example formulas from Rev. Proc. 2011-42
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Timely R&D-Related Topics

• Updated LB&I Directive

• Payroll Tax Deferral

• PPP Loan Forgiveness

• TCJA Changes to §174
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Updated LB&I Directive for R&D Tax 
Credit Claimants Following ASC 730

29



• Part I: Review of 2017 LB&I Directive

• Part II: What’s New? (Updates to the Directive)

• Part III: Applicability

• Part IV: ASC 730 Overview

• Part V: Directive Appendices Walkthrough

• Part VI: Additional Documentation Requirements

• Part VII: Other Topics

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Overview of Topics
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• September 2017 - IRS Directive gave LB&I examiners guidance for 
R&D tax credit exams
• Result of multi-year effort by the Silicon Valley Tax Directors Group 

working with the IRS through the Industry Issue Resolution Program

• Goal was to improve the efficiency of the IRS’ examination of R&D 
credits 

• Benefit of Directive is IRS will accept adjusted ASC 730 amounts 
from Certified Audited Financial Statements (CAFS) as QREs for R&D 
credit

• Only open to companies that used GAAP and had $10M or more in 
assets

• The Directive is NOT COMPULSORY – if it isn’t beneficial to rely on 
it, you don’t have to

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part I: Review of 2017 Directive
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UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part I: Review of 2017 Directive

Pros of 2017 Directive Cons of 2017 Directive

Examiners will not challenge QREs for 
R&D claims

Prospective only – original returns for tax 
years ending after September 2017

Rely upon GAAP methods already 
employed by accounting personnel

ASC 730 does not include all §41 costs. 
Some QREs will be have to be discarded 
or subject to exam

Appendix documents must be completed 
and kept but they are not onerous and 
only need to be produced upon request

Credit calculation is still open to 
examination, base year QREs can still be 
challenged, and additional 
documentation may be required

32



• Changes to documentation requirements – same as 
before PLUS:

• Written narrative for methodology and calculations for determining the 
amounts listed on Appendix C Lines 3a and 3b (IUS & non-ASC 730 QREs). 
Statement must be included if the amount is zero

• Substantiation of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting (ICFR) to 
prevent errors in financial statements. This can be via writing or a 
presentation of the controls in place

• Some changes to appendix C (IUS)

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part II: What’s New?
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UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part III: Applicability

• The Directive applies to taxpayers:
• Assets ≥ $10M; AND

• That follow U.S. GAAP for CAFS

• CAFS Requirements: 
• Must show ASC 730 R&D spend as separate line item on the 

income statement 

- OR -

• Show currently expensed ASC 730 R&D spend separately stated in 
a note to their CAFS

• Original returns timely filed (including extensions)

34



• Accounting rules related to the treatment of R&D 
expenses, including requisite disclosures

• Research: Planned investigation to discover knowledge 
useful to the development of a new or improved 
product or process

• Development: Application of research into a plan for a 
new or significant improvement to a product or process 
intended for sale or use

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part IV: ASC 730 Overview
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R&D is…
• Laboratory research
• Searching for applications of new research findings
• Conceptual formulation and design of product or process 

alternatives
• Testing in search for or evaluation of product or process alternatives
• Modification of formulation or design of product or process
• Design, construction, and testing of preproduction 

prototypes/models
• Design of tools, jigs, molds, and dies involving new technology
• Design, construction, and operation of a pilot plant that is not of a 

scale economically feasible to the entity for commercial production
• Engineering activity required to advance the design of a product (to 

meet functional and economic requirements)

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part IV: ASC 730 – Examples of R&D
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R&D is not…
• Engineering follow-through in an early phase of commercial 

production
• QC during commercial production and routine testing
• Troubleshooting and maintenance of commercial production
• Routine, ongoing efforts to improve the qualities of an existing 

product
• Adaptation of an existing capability to a customer’s requirement
• Seasonal design changes
• Routine design of tools, jigs, molds, and dies
• Relocation, rearrangement, or start-up of a commercial production 

facility
• Legal work in connection with patent applications or litigation

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part IV: ASC 730 – Examples of non-R&D
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UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part IV: ASC 730 – More Comparisons to IRC

ASC 730 IRC §41 Directive

Excludes costs for IUS 
development (ASC 350-
40)

IUS can qualify if 
customer-facing or 
meets additional 3-part 
test

Subtracts expenses for 
software not for sale, 
lease license or 
otherwise marketed

Excludes costs for 
software developed to 
be sold, leased or 
licensed (ASC 985-20-
25-3) – except Technical 
Feasibility

Costs for external use 
software are typically 
qualified

Software development 
costs are not picked up 
in the Directive unless 
they are part of 
Technical Feasibility

Excludes costs for R&D 
pursuant to a contract

Costs for contract R&D 
qualify if they are not 
funded

Excludes costs for R&D 
pursuant to a contract
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UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part IV: ASC 730 – More Comparisons to IRC Cont’d

ASC 730 IRC §41 Directive

Includes costs 
performed by US 
companies outside the 
US

Excludes activities 
performed outside the 
US

Subtracts foreign 
activities

Includes government 
contract R&D (ASC 912
-730)

Includes similar 
government contract 
work

Includes government 
contract work

Includes wage costs Includes wage costs Includes wage costs 
based on org chart

Includes contractor 
costs

Contractor costs require 
35% haircut Subtracts contractors
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UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part IV: ASC 730 – More Comparisons to IRC Cont’d

ASC 730 IRC §41 Directive

Includes research-only 
expenditures and 
reverse engineering 
activities

Includes 
experimentation 
expenses. Research is 
only included in 
substantially all cases

Includes research 
expenditures broadly 
defined by ASC 730

Includes costs of 
equipment if dedicated 
to R&D

Materials must be used 
or consumed during 
experimentation

Subtracts only 
prototype overhead

Includes costs for all 
entities in a group, 
including foreign 
entities

Excludes non-US 
members of a group

Subtracts amounts from 
foreign entities and 
those not on 
consolidated return
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● The certification statement - signed by an individual authorized to 
execute the taxpayer’s Federal income tax return for each taxable 
year under audit

● For corporations, the certification must be signed by an individual 
authorized to sign under IRC §6062, e.g. president, vice-president, 
treasurer, assistant treasurer, chief accounting officers, or any other 
officer duly authorized so to act

● Signer certifies under penalties of perjury that the Adjusted ASC 730 
Financial Statement R&D for the taxable year has been computed in 
accordance with the Directive, and all information provided by 
taxpayer in accordance with Directive is true, correct, and complete 
to the best of the authorized individual’s knowledge and belief

● The common parent is the sole agent for a group of entities that file 
a consolidated Federal income tax return

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part V: Appendices – Appendix A
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• Appendices B, C, & D used to calculate Directive QREs 
and are inter-related
• Appendix D calculation feeds into Appendix C

• Appendix C calculation feeds into Appendix B

• The purpose of these appendices are to derive the 
Adjusted ASC 730 Financial Statement R&D (final 
amount resulting in Appendix C) in order to calculate the 
tie-out with the QREs claimed on Form 6765 (as shown 
in Appendix B)

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part V: Appendices Cont’d
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1) Start with total Financial Statement (CAFS) R&D

2) Subtract ASC 730 R&D expenses related to foreign entities (amount should equal 
amount reported in Part III of Schedule M-3 in the Federal income tax return)

AND

Subtract IUS expenses and non-ASC 730 expenses (see ASC 730-10-55-2)

3) Subtract additional expenses – may prove critical as to whether to pursue the 
Directive

• Amounts excluded by IRC §174 (QC testing, consumer surveys, advertising…)

• Amounts including depreciation, amortization, shipping, rent, etc. (excluded by §41)

• ASC 730 R&D expenses for agreements/contracts under which taxpayer performed R&D

• ASC 730 R&D expenses for payments to third parties to perform R&D on behalf of 
taxpayer

• Wages and stock options paid to employees for ASC 730 R&D performed outside the U.S.

• Costs pertaining to prototype overhead, patent costs, and severance pay

4) Calculate wage adjustments (subtract remaining wages and add amount from 
Appendix D)

5) The calculations result in Adjusted ASC 730 Finance Statement R&D

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part V: Appendices – Appendix C
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• Appendix D is used to calculate the wages added back 
in Step 4 of Appendix C

• The Directive calculates the addition of wages based on 
employee classification

• The adjustment removes the fully burdened wage 
amount (removed in Step 3 of Appendix C) and adds 
back wage amounts in line with IRC §3401 as provided 
in IRC §41

• Therefore, the focus shifts from the nature of the 
employees’ activities to their placement on the 
taxpayer’s organization chart

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part V: Appendices – Appendix D
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• Reconciliation of ASC 730 amounts to 6765
amounts

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part V: Appendices – Appendix B
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• The Directive identifies documentation that a taxpayer must retain to support R&D 
credit claims under the Directive

• Certified Audited Financial Statements for Credit Year, including auditor’s certified opinion

• Chart of Accounts

• ASC 730 Costs Centers

• ASC 730 GL Accounts with account balances that make up adjustments in Appendix C

• Taxpayer Organization Chart

• Executed Contracts for taxpayer and third-party research

• List of Employees with respective W-2 wage amounts, job titles, cost center, and reporting 
level

• IUS and non-ASC 730 QREs methodology and calculations narrative

• ICFR substantiation

• A taxpayer does NOT need to file documentation with the tax return but would have 
to provide the documents upon request from the IRS

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part VI: Additional Documentation Requirements
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• Directive relies on employee location on org chart for wage QREs. This 
could impact the credit

• There are three tiers of employee (whose wages are charged to an ASC 
730 acct):

• Qualified Individual Contributor (QIC) - employee who does not manage any 
other employee. 95% of W-2 wages and stock options

• 1st Level Supervisor Manager - a manager who directly supervises only
Qualified Individual Contributors. 95% of W-2 wages and stock options

• Upper Level Manager – a manager who directly supervises any employee 
other than QICs. The wages and stock options added equal the LESSER of:

• 10% of the sum of Qualified Individual Contributors’ and First Level 
Supervisors’ wages and stock options costs; OR

• 100% of the W-2 wages and stock option costs of Upper Level Managers

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part VII: Other Topics – Wages
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Points to Consider

• If an employee is a Qualified Individual Contributor (QIC) on most 
projects, but has a direct report for another project, the employee is 
classified as a First Level Supervisor for the entire tax year

• If the Upper Level Manager is a CTO or similar, a traditional R&D 
engagement may establish that he/she qualifies at 80% based on the 
performance of qualified activities (satisfying substantially all) or not 
qualified at all if not direct supervision

• In practice, Directive QREs are typically slightly higher than study 
QREs except for startups that have grown rapidly while C-suite 
personnel/founders remain hands-on involved in development

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part VII: Other Topics – Wages Cont’d
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Example Scenarios:

UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part VII: Other Topics – Wages Cont’d

Employee Type Gross Wages IRC §41 Wages Directive Wages

Scenario 1:

QIC Employee $100,000 $100,000 $95,000

1st Level Supervisor $250,000 $250,000 $237,500

Upper Level Manager $300,000 $300,000 $33,250

Totals $650,000 $650,000 $365,750

Scenario 2:

QIC Employee $100,000 $100,000 $95,000

1st Level Supervisor $250,000 $250,000 $237,500

Upper Level Manager $300,000 -- $33,250

Totals $650,000 $350,000 $365,750
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UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Part VII: Other Topics – UTP (Uncertain Tax Positions)

• ASC 740 - Accounting for Income Taxes includes accounting 
for uncertainty in income tax taxes under FIN 48 with two 
components:

• Recognition; and 

• Measurement

• Taxpayer may need to report UTP if it:

• Reports QREs in columns B or C of Appendix B; or

• Is uncertain about the types of accounts included or 
excluded in the adjustments on Appendix C of the 
Directive
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UPDATED LB&I DIRECTIVE
Summary

• The Directive only applies to taxpayers that meet the identified criteria: 
(1) LB&I taxpayer and (2) utilizes GAAP to report costs under ASC 730 in 
Certified Audited Financial Statements.

• The Directive does not protect contract research QREs and identifies labor 
QREs based on an employees’ position in the organization chart, as 
opposed to the employees’ activities.  

• Taxpayers should determine if they have the requisite information to 
support a filing under the Directive – especially now with the update.

• Does compliance with the Directive result in a lesser or greater credit than 
claimed under a traditional R&D analysis? What about person by person 
or department by department (hybrid approach is acceptable).

• Compare tax benefit to productivity burden. Consider the impact to time 
and resources of financial and tax departments compared to that of 
development, engineering, and R&D groups typically involved in a 
traditional analysis. 
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Additional Topics Affecting R&D Tax Credits

• 2020 Payroll Tax Deferral

• PPP Loan Forgiveness

• TCJA §174 Change
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2020 Payroll Tax Deferral

• Executive Order in Q3 to provide payroll tax relief in Q4.
• Businesses can opt to not pay these taxes.
• No payroll tax holiday.
• Taxes must be repaid in full by 4/30/2021.
• Any taxpayer using R&D Payroll Tax Credits has options:

• Continue using the tax credits as usual, pay the tax and file 
for refunds using credits.

• Use the tax credits to pay the tax: Don’t pay the taxes and 
file the quarterly reports as usual, only you won’t be asking 
for a refund.
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2020 Payroll Tax Deferral

If Startup Company has Payroll Tax Credits:
• Continue using the tax credits as usual, pay the tax and file for 

refunds using credits.
- OR -

• Use the tax credits to pay the tax: Don’t pay the taxes and file 
the quarterly reports as usual, only you won’t be asking for a 
refund.
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PPP Loan Forgiveness & R&D

• For companies pursuing PPP loan forgiveness, wages will not 
be deductible

• Deductions go down, income goes up, and then taxes go up
• Non-deductible wages – what does that mean for R&D 

credits?

Rev Rul. 2020-27 & Rev Proc. 2020-51
• If rely on safe harbor, take full advantage of R&D wages and 

add any forgiven amount back to income in 2021.
• If PPP already forgiven – nothing in tax code says wages 

paid are NOT eligible for R&D tax credit. Evaluate options.
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Modifications to IRC Section 174

• TCJA modified the language of IRC §174 that could have significant 
impact for taxpayers starting with tax years that begin after 
December 31, 2021
• Eliminated ability to expense in tax year incurred under current IRC §

174(a)

• Requires taxpayers to capitalize and amortize R&D expenditures over 5 
years

• Explicitly includes amounts paid or incurred in connection with 
development of software

• Corresponding changes to §41 and §280C
• §41 – instead of “expenses under §174”, change to “specified research 

or experimental expenditures under §174”

• §280C – modified to include language only for reducing amounts 
charged to capital account if credit is in excess of said amount in the 
given tax year
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Modifications to IRC Section 174

• Implications:
• More bookkeeping steps/effort – tax preparation 

will be more complicated going forward

• Decrease in R&D incentive value due to loss of 
expense
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Modifications to IRC Section 174

If $100,000 in R&D yields $10,000 credit. Deductions now $90,000 b/c add-back. Total R&D savings 
= 90,000 * 21% + 10,000 = $28,900

In 2022 – Must treat $100,000 as §174 expenditure and amortize over 5 years ($20,000 deduction).  
Credit is still $10,000.  No add-back in this case. Total R&D savings = 20,000 * 21% + 10,000 = 
$14,200

Current Post-2021

Deductions $1,000,000 $1,000,000

§174 Expenditures $100,000 $100,000

§41 Credit (all of this) $10,000 $10,000

Adjusted Deductions 
(21% of this) $90,000 $20,000

Total R&D Savings $28,900 $14,200
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